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Ballasted track has the phenomenon of local instabilities, which are usually related to the intensive sleeper void

development that requires enormous maintenance costs and influences track reliability, availability and safety. The

appearance of the void zones is unavoidable in such structures as transition zones, turnouts and rail joints. 
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1. Introduction

The maintenance cost reduction using operational and structural measures would require the plausible prediction of void

and resulting track geometry development. However, different from the track without voids, the ballast layer settlement

behaviour in a void zone is influenced by many factors. The ballast layer in a void zone is subjected to the special

dynamic interaction that includes the different frequencies and time-shifted impact oscillations, quasistatic rail loading and

contact interaction. The role of the geometrical void parameters is ambiguous (Figure 1): on the one hand, they increase

impact loading; on the other hand, they could reduce the quasistatic component due to its redistribution to the neighbour

sleepers.

Figure 1. Influence of the void sizes on ballast loading.

The phenomenon of sleeper–ballast dynamic impact in the void zone can be schematically explained as in Figure 2. After

the wheel enters the void zone, the rail-sleeper grid is deflected so that the maximal deflection reaches the void depth.

The time moment is the impact moment of the sleeper mass. After that, the void is closed and the ballast is loaded by the

quasistatic wheel loading that is, however, to some extent lower than that for the normal track due to the loading

redistribution on the neighbour sleepers.

Figure 2. Schematic explanation of the phenomenon of

sleeper–ballast dynamic impact in the void zone.

The values of the impact and the quasistatic loading depend on the void sizes, trail velocity and other factors.

2. Mechanism of Sleeper–Ballast Dynamic Impact and Residual



Settlements Accumulation in Zones with Unsupported Sleepers

There have been many studies on the dynamic interaction in zones with unsupported sleepers. However, most of them

are theoretical and generally without experimental comparison and validation.

One of the earliest studies on the dynamic behaviour of railway track with unsupported sleepers is presented in . The

dynamic response of railway track with a section of unsupported sleepers was examined experimentally and using a

mathematical model. An extensive study on the sleeper void short- and long-term dynamic behaviour is presented in .

The applied FEM simulations with the constitutive model of hypoplasticity enabled long-term dynamic settlement

prediction of the development of voids between sleeper and ballast. Additionally, the influencing factors of the load level

and vibrations were taken into account and the resulting phenomenological settlement equation was proposed. Another

theoretical study  presents an FEM modelling of the sleeper contact impact due to unsupported sleepers. The modelling

simulates several hanging sleepers with a void depth of up to 1 mm. The results indicate an increase of up to 70% in the

sleeper–ballast contact force at the neighbouring sleepers for a single hanging sleeper with 1 mm void.

A track system model with hanging sleepers using multibody system (MBS) modelling and finite element method (FEM)

techniques is presented in . The influence of the hanging sleepers was assumed in the calculation of the ballast–sleeper

interaction as a bilinear function. The model simulated the impact of vibrations due to hanging sleepers on the vehicle and

on the track. In , the authors present a multibody vehicle–track model assembly that couples the integration of the

continuous and discrete system. The model considers an uncontacted spring-damping element underneath the

unsupported sleeper as well as a triangularly unsupported sleeper. The presence of a critical gap size causing the largest

force was found and was estimated to be 2.5 mm for four unsupported sleepers. An experimental investigation and

numerical simulations of the dynamic behaviour of unsupported sleepers are presented in . A simple method for

unsupported sleeper identification using a falling weight deflectometer was proposed. The numerical simulations that were

based on discrete element modelling showed different loading patterns of fully supported and unsupported sleepers. In ,

the authors investigate the effect of unsupported sleepers on the load of wheel–rail using a numerical simulation based on

a coupling dynamic model of vehicle–track.

The vehicle was modelled as a multibody system, and the track was considered as a three-layer model with rails, sleepers

and ballast masses. A nonlinear spring and damper were used to simulate a gap between the unsupported sleeper and

the ballast mass. A detailed finite-element track model for nonperiodic and asymmetrical mechanical defects was

developed in . The model takes into account the unsupported sleepers and the nonlinear multibody railroad vehicle

system. The results are reported for different values of the forward velocities that show up to a 30% increase in the

wheel–rail contact forces at higher speeds. In , the authors present a numerical model and experimental measurements

of the dynamic loads on the ballast caused by trains passing a transition zone with hanging sleepers. The results show

that the forces on the ballast vary significantly both in time and space on a transition, especially with the appearance of

voids under the sleepers. A parametric study comprising nonlinear dynamic analyses using an FEM model of the track

with sleeper voids is presented in . Hanging sleepers were found to be strongly associated with critical situations of

track degradation.

The performance assessment of a transition zone with unsupported sleepers by means of numerical analysis is shown in

. The stress redistribution towards the free ends of the void zones was analysed. A critical train speed was identified for

the transition zone. In , the authors demonstrate the monitoring of distributed strain of rail during train passage over the

bridge track with unsupported sleepers by applying a distributed optical fiber sensor. The distributed strain in the rail was

measured within a length of 40.26 m and with a spatial resolution of 31.1 cm. The study could identify the location of the

excessive strain due to an influence of unsupported sleepers on the girders of the bridge. In , the authors investigate

the response of rails due to unsupported sleepers and insulated rail joints using an elastic–plastic FEM framework. The

findings show the high sensitivity of plastic flow and rail material fatigue to the value of rail deflection.

Experimental investigation of the train-induced ground vibration at a test site with under-ballast plates is presented in .

Hammer excitations of the soil and the tracks, as well as train passages, indicated the presence of many voids between

the sleepers and the ballast. A vehicle–track coupled dynamic model for heavy-haul freights with double suspension

systems was built in , considering hanging sleepers. The results show that unsupported sleepers influence the

aggravation of the wheel–rail interaction and affect the dynamic characteristics of the adjacent track structure with normal

sleepers. The influence of the magnitude of the applied falling weight deflectometer (FWD) load on the measured track

support stiffness was studied in .
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The FWD tests were conducted on full-scale ballasted track models consisting of seven sleepers. It was shown that the

track support stiffness measured by FWD is decreased due to the hanging sleepers. The effects of hanging sleepers and

locally deteriorated substructures are investigated in . Two numerical solutions were used for the simulation of track–

substructure–ground response: the frequency-domain solution using a combination of beam elements for the track and an

FEM model. The track vibrations were simulated and compared with other studies. The effects of the gap beneath the

unsupported sleeper and the track support stiffness on increasing the sleeper displacement and track support force were

studied in  using MBS and FEM numerical simulations. A series of regression equations were derived for the peak

particle velocity in the surrounding environment of the railway track and the sleeper support stiffness for unsupported

sleepers and fully supported ones.

The literature review presents a wide range of studies on numerical simulation of track and vehicle dynamic interaction

considering unsupported sleepers. The numerical simulation is produced with help of models of different complexity,

ranging from simple beam models to detailed 3D FEM ones.

3. Conclusions

The phenomenon of the intensive development of the unsupported sleeper zones has been known for a long time.

However, the geometrical irregularity and wheel–track dynamic interaction are usually considered to be the reasons for

the intensive settlement development. Most of the present theoretical studies, despite the complex models used, simply

imitate the experimental measurements and do not consider the internal reasons for the dynamic interaction. The

experimental studies usually do not analyse the dynamic impact in the ballast–sleeper contact.

The present experimental measurements and the simple numerical modelling of the dynamic interaction indicate the

presence of the ballast impact even for low-velocity lightweight vehicles. Both results show that the impact occurs not

directly under the wheel but before it with some time shift. Moreover, some minor dynamic interactions occur during the

wheel leaving the void zone. Thereby, the wheel dynamic interaction is more than 50% lower than that of the sleeper.

Thus, the main reason for the impact is the void closing.

The simulated loading patterns of the ballast present quite different processes for the different locations of the void zone.

The loading in the impact location consists of the short impact, the following quasistatic part and the full unloading before

the impact. On the other hand, the zones neighbouring to the void zone are characterised by a high pre-stress of the

ballast and up to 2 times higher loading amplitudes compared to the track without void. The other zones in the void have

low impact and a lower quasistatic load depending on the void sizes.

The study of void size influence on the dynamic interaction shows ambiguous relations. Different from a geometrical

irregularity, the influence of the void depth on the dynamic interaction is such that the loadings increase until some depth

and then should decrease until full unloading. Thus, the maximal impact values are present for some void depth.

The numerical simulation provides only an approximate imitation of the experimental measurement. It cannot explain the

mechanism or the complex interrelations between the influencing factors and the impact loading. A simple analytical

explanation is proposed by using the clamped beam as the basic model. The equation found for the sleeper impact

velocity shows that it depends linearly on the train speed. It can explain why the low velocities cause high impacts. Thus,

the dominating reason for the impact is not the wheel–track interaction but the rail quasistatic deflection rate. However, for

high velocities, the resulting dynamic interaction could be a combination of both effects.

The DEM simulation of sleeper settlement under the main ballast loading patterns in the void zone shows almost no

increase in the settlement intensity for the pre-stressed ballast despite the 30% increase in the maximal loadings.

However, the impact loading case caused more than 8 times higher settlement intensity. The influence of the pre-stress

and impact factors is the aim of further studies.

Thus, the phenomenon of settlement intensity increase for the case of impact loading has a relation to the property of the

pressure distribution of the ballast layer and, first of all, the pressure breakdown zones under the sleeper ends. The

growing zones can be explained by the reduction in the horizontal particle support of the ballast bed sides due to particle

flow. The investigation of the further reason chain up to the root causes is the aim of further research.
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